
 

ZED Capacity Committee (ZCC) Minutes 
4/24/18   Location: ZED Conference Room    Time: 4-5pm 
 

Present:  Jennifer Walsh (Byron),  Craig Schlichting (Triton), Chris Staloch 

(Blooming Prairie) 

 

Absent: Tammy Berg (Pine Island), Jamie Patrick (Stewartville), Rebecca 

Jennings (Hayfield), Mark Matuska (K/M) 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 The meeting started off with a visual overview of a typical Students with Unique Needs 

(SUN) program presentation as that is a major need for ZED at this time when looking at a new 

building. Patrick visited various SUN programs and created a visual presentation of the 

programs. SUN programs are for very aggressive students ages 5-21 whose disabilities typically 

are Autism Spectrum Disorders or Developmental Cognitive Delayed with a secondary disability 

of Emotional Behavior Disorder. These students require a very high staff/student ratio and need 

specific spaces for their programming for any success. Most SUN students communicate 

through their behavior and are very challenging for programming. The ZCC was walked through 

the different classroom setups, how a program would look if at ZED and the spaces needed. 

This included the classrooms, the seclusion rooms, calming spaces, kitchens, bathrooms, and 

details with security.  

 We talked about the potential SUN student population growing at ZED and within 

member districts. Currently at the ZED setting IV program there would be 10 students and there 

are many students in member districts who open enroll to other places at a high cost versus 

attending a SUN program at ZED. Other reasons for offering the space for a SUN program 

including reducing the liability component.  A properly outfitted SUN program can reduce 

staff/student injuries (reduce restrictive holds) and ensure student progress.  

 The team reviewed the building options that were initially discussed at the 3/13/18 

meeting.  We looked at these options with some updates: 

1) Buy all or part of the Byron District and Community Services Building (DACSB) for 

ALC, T2Success 

 --UPDATE: this is not an option at this time after discussion with Byron School District. 

They are not ready to make a commitment for purchase. This option is off the table for now. 

1a) Fix up the ZED South building and repurpose it with further construction for 

programming and continue leasing space for the ALC/T2Success 

 --UPDATE: The entire goal of this process is to discontinue leasing as that is not a long 



term solution and we don’t want to be at the table again discussing a building should lease 

terms change. While leasing will always be plan “B” as a temporary solution, the goal is for a 

permanent solution. Additionally the ZED South building was not built as an educational 

structure but was a former design showroom. We reviewed numbers with the potential students 

“in process” for possibly attending the setting IV which may require a bigger setting IV space for 

more enrollment plus considering a new SUN program---the current ZED South building doesn’t 

have that capacity to match both needs.  

2) Build a new facility and find land for T2Success, ZED South, ALC then sell the district 

office.  Move the district office into the ZED South building 

3) Build a new facility and find land for T2Success, ALC, district office and keep the 

setting IV program at the ZED South building. This would require selling the district 

office as well. 

 --UPDATE: The concerns here is that, as outlined above, the ZED South building (with 

expanding setting IV enrollment) would not have the space for a new SUN program. 

4) Find a existing facility to house ZED programming (T2Success, ALC, ZED South) 

under one roof. 

 --UPDATE: As of now there are no existing facilities available within acceptable driving 

distance of member districts. If any are available, they would be located in Rochester which is 

not a desirable site for some of our districts. 

 After discussion, the team discussed option #2 and looking at if there is a possibility for a 

new building. Patrick discussed having difficulty with specific conversations without detailed 

information in place like floorplan, cost, or square footage.  Patrick proposed that the ZCC 

cancel its final two meetings in May. Instead, he will work on a new building plan with a realtor 

for land (at no cost)  and architect (at no cost) for a floorplan using all the data that has been 

gathered for the past 4 months. He will propose this at the next ZED Governing Board meeting 

with a hope to roll out a building plan in fall 2018 to all the stakeholder groups (governing board, 

superintendents, sped coordinators, principals, ZED staff, ZED councils,etc.) for further 

discussion/edits/review  and then a final proposal. It was suggested that Patrick update all 

member district school boards this summer at each meeting and to answer questions.  It was 

noted that all information used in exploring this options are shared to all ZCC member who are 

able to share with relevant stakeholders in their districts.  

 Plan A will be seeking a new building but he will also further explore Plan B which is 

continuing with leasing  and exploring all those avenues as ZED’s lease with Byron Public 

Schools expires June 2020 (meaning they would need to be notified of intention by June 2019). 

This will involve cost and best use of resources should a new building proposal fail.  

 Action steps moving forward 

 1) The ZCC will discontinue meeting as its purpose was served and the final two 

meetings are cancelled 

 2) Patrick will present action steps at the May ZED Governing Board for approval 

 2) There will be a new draft building plan for review/discussion/edits in fall 2018 with all 

stakeholder groups with hopes of final presentation ready late fall 2018 

 3) Simultaneously, ZED will be exploring lease plans as well with a due date to notify 

Byron Public Schools of their intention by June 2019. 


